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In the previous chapter ineight was examined in

a static fachion. It was related to inquiry, to images, to

empdrical data, and" to different types of positive and negative

explanatory concepts. But if a set of fundamental t notions

has been introduced, no effort has been made to capture the

cocential dynnmism of human intelligence. Nov a first move must

be made in this direction and, as empirical science is con-

spicuouoly and methodically dynamic, it will be well to begin by

outlining the similarities and dissimilarities of mathematical

and scientific insichts.

Galiloolo determination of the law of falling holies

not only is a model of scientific procedure but also offers the

attraction of posseesing many notable similarities to the alreadj

exalninod process from the Image of a cart-Wheel to the definition

of the circle.

In the first place, the inquiry was reotricted

to the immanent intelligibility of a free fall. Just as we

ruled out of consideration the purpose of cart-wheels, the

materials from which they are made, the wheelwrights that

maim them, and the tools that wheelwrighte use, so also
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Galileo was uninterested in the final ceuse of falling, he

drew no distinction between the different material e that

fall, he made no effort to determine what agencies produce

a fall.

Secondly, just as we started from a clue, the equal.

ity of the spokes, so too Galileo supposed that some correla -

tion was to be found bete:eel the measurable aspects of fall-

ing bodies. Indeed, he began by shoYing the error in the

ancient, Aristotelian correlation that bodies fell accord-

ing to their weight. Then he tureed his attention to te;o

me&Terable aspects immanent in every fall; the body treveree

a determinete distance; it does so in a determinate interval

of time. By a e,erie:3 of experiments he provided himself

with the requisite data and obtained the desired meesurements,

Then i he dicovered that the measuremeats would satisfy a

general rule; the distance traversed is proportional to the

time squared. It is a correlation that has been verified

directly and Indirectly for over four centuries.

Thirdly, once we had defined the circle, we found

ourselves in a realm of the non-imaginable, of the merely

supposed. Strangely, something similar happens when one for-

mulates the law of falling bodies. It holds in a vacuum,

and to realize a perfect VaCIPIM is impossible. ':leet can be

established experimentally is that the more closely one

approximates to the conditions of a vecuum, the more accurate

the law of constant acceleretion is found to be.

DAaee:e.,e4fert;e0A
1.2 '	 but besides similarities, there also are differ-

ences anl tiea are perhaps more instructive.

- 43 -
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In reaching the definition of the circle, it was slfficient

to take a' our starting-point the mere imarezt or a cart-
wheel. Thee) ''a; 	 aeed for field-eork. But to r-ach the

law of felline bodies, Galileo had to experiment, Climbing

the tower of Pisa and constructing inclined plaaes were an

essential part of his job, for he was out to unaerstand, not

how bodies are imagined to fall, but hot in feet they fall.

Secondly, the data that give rise to ilsiht into

roundness are continuous, but the data that give rise to in-

sight into the ley of falling bodies are discontiuous. On,

can ima,ine the ehele	 he)1 or a thole loop of very

fine tire. But no matter hot:	 experiments on makes on

falling bodis, all one cart obtain is a series of separate

points plotted on a distance-time graph. do doubt, it is

possible to join tna plotted points by a ,mooth curve, but

the curve represents, not data that are known, but a pre-

sumption of .hat understanding will grasps

Thirdly, the inefgnt Jet° the image of the

wheel grasps uecesity and impossibility; if the radii are

equal, the curve must be round: if the radii dram from the

center are unequal, the curve carnet be round. But the in-

sight into the discontinuous series of points on the graph

ceisists in a grasp, not of necessity or impossibility, but

simply of possibility. The s1m7lest smooth curve could re-

present the la' of felling bodies. Butsany of a vest range

of more elaborate curves co Ild egeally eell pass throrh all

the known points.

Fourthly, once onecatches on to, the law of

the circle, the in ight and consequent definition weert a
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backward infleence upon imagination. The geometer imagines

dots but thinks of points; he imagines fine tnreads, but

thinks of lines. The thinking is exact and precise, and

imagination does its best to keep pace. In like manner the

empirical investigator will tend to endow his images with

the closest possible approximation to the laws he conceives.

But while his imagination will do its best, while his per-

ceptions will be profoundly influenced by tho habits of his

imaginetion, none the less, the data that are available for

the ideal observer make no effort towerds sech conformity,

They go their Own way with their unenalyAed multiplicity

and their refractoriness to measurements that are more than

approximate.

. Fifthly, as We have seen, higher viewpoints in

mathematics are reached inasmuch as initial images yield in-

sights, ineints yield defieitions and postulates, defini-

tions and posteletes guiae symbolic operations, and symbolic

operations provide a more general image in wnich the insights

of the higher viewpoint are emergent. Now in empirical

method, there is a similar circle but it follows a slightly

different route. The operations that follow upon the formula-

tion of laws are not merely symbolic. For the formulation

expressea a grasp of possibility. It is a hypothesis. It

provides a basis for deductions and celculations no less

than mathematical premises. But it also provides a basis for

further observations and experiments. It is such observa-

tion and experimentation, directed by a hypothesis, that

sooner or later turns attention to data that initially were

overlooked or neglected; it is attentioe to such rurther data
-45-
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that forces the revision of initial viewpoints and effects

the development of empirical science.

The circuit, thee, of methematical developMent'

may be named immanent; it moves from images through in-

sights and conceptions to the production of symbolic images

Whence higher imights erise. But the circuit of scientific

development includes action upoe external things: it moves

from observation and experiment to tabulations' enl graphs,

from these tn inients and farmuletions, from formuleqons

to forecasts, from forecasts to operations, iriehich it ob-

tains fresh evidence either for the coafirmation or for

the revision of existing viev:s.

	

•2,//	 In one reep,ct this brief sketch must be com-

pleted at once. Quite arily, 14e heve spoken of th-, ieitial

clue. But just ehat is it? There does it come from? Is it

mere guess-work? One can be led on quite naturally to the

definition of the circle, if one begins from a sespicion

that a cart-heel is round because its spokes are equal.

Similarly, one can proceed in intelligible Thshion to the

determination of the law of falling bodies, provided one pre-

sumes initially that the law will be a correlation of measur-

able aspects of a free fall. But this only makes the oriein

of the clue or hint or sugeestion or presumption all the

more sienifleant.
4-4 ek-44...4ft-4.1,

2.1	 VA.th aeother bow, then, to Deeeertest in.

sistence on understanding extremely simple things, let us ex-

amine the algebraist's peculiar habit of solving problems by

annol:icing; Let x be the regeired oumber.

- 46 -
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Because insicht io into the rresentaione of sense or tho

reprecentstionn of imacinations the third step in the solution of

cinch pro.7.1ems la facilitf!tod by drawinc e .i.Crfun snd rykrkine all

relovnnt 7rnntitiee. In the prnsent instance ne art.:Mimi booms

evident an innpectien wt.= one bsn msrked the three distances,

as x/12, and 3.5.
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Thus, euppose that the problem is to determine

when first after three o'clock the minute hand exactly

covers the hour hend. Then, or  wvites down: Let x be the

number of minutes after three o'clock. Secondly, one infers

that while the minute hend moves over x minutes, the hour

hand moves over x/12 minutes. Thirdly, one observes that at.

three o'clock the hour hand has a 15 mieute start. Hence,

x = x/12 4 15	 16 4/11

The procedure consists in 1) giving the enknowe a name or

symbol, 2) inferring the properties and relations or the un-

known, 3)	 •!:.L7. the possibiliW of combining thee pro-

perties and Teelations to form an equation, and 4) solving

the equation.

2.2/ 	No let us generalize.

In every empirical inquiry there are knotns and

unkeowns. But the kaorns aael apprehended whether or not one

understands; they are the data of sase. The uaknnwns, on

the other hand, are what one will grasp by insight and for-

mulate in conceptions and suppositions.

Accordingly, let us bestow a name upon the Un-

known. Bather, let us advert to the fact that alrp_ady it has

been named. For what is to be known by enderstanding these

data is called their nature. Just as in algebra tile unknown

number is x, qatil one finils out what the number is, so too

In empirical ieeeiry, the eekeown to be reached br insight

is named "t,-In nature of	 n  Once Galileo discovered his

law, he knee' that the nature of a free fall was. a einstant

acceleration. But before he discovered the law, from the

- 47
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mere fact that he inquired, he knew that a free fall possess-

ed a nature, though he did not know that that nature was.

The first step in the generalization is, then,

that just as the lathematician begins by saying, Let the

required number be x, so too the empirical inquirer begins

by saying, Let th3 iin,srown be the nature of....

0-10-041. avid (rrr..,
2.3e	 Next, similars are similarly understood.

Hence, because individuality pertains to the

eMpirical residue, one knows at once that the "nature of..."

will be universal, that when one understands these data,

then one will unlerstand similar data in exactly the same

fashion.

Accordingly, just as the mathematician follows

up his naming of the unkeown as x by writing down properties

of x, so too the empirical icumirer follows up his declara-

tion that he seeks the "nature of...." by noting that that

"nature of..." must be the same for all similar sets of

data.

But similarities are of two kinds.

There are the similarities of things in their

relation's to us. Thus, they may be similar in color or

shape, similar in the sounds they emit, similar in taste or

odor, similar in the tactile qualities of the hot and cold,

wet and dry, heavy and li6t, rough and smooth, hard and

Soft.

There also are the similarities of things in

their relations to one another. Thus, they may be found.

together or aoart. They may increase or decrease concomi-
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tantly. They may have similar antecedents or consequents.

They may be similar in their proportions to one another,

and such proportions may form series of relationships,

such as exist between the elements in the periodic table of

chemistry or between the successive forms of life in theorY

of evolution.

Aow r:ensible similarities, which occur in the

:relations of things to our senses, may be known before the

"nature of ..." has been dicovered. They form dal 11sis of

preliminary classifications. They specify U'o "nature of,.. ",

so that one stetes that one is seeing the ntture of color,

the nature of heat, th3 nature of change, the nature of life.

On the other hand, similarities that reside

in the relations of things to one aeother are the proximate

materials of insight into nature, Hence, the empirical in-

quirer, to emphasie.e this fact, will say that his objective

is not merely the "nature'of...." but more precisely, the

unspecified correlation to be specified, the undetermined

function to be determined.

The second step in the generalieation is,

then, that just n.f; the mathematician st-tes that he seeks

an x uhich has st1(41 arld such properties, so too the empiri-

cal inquirer states that he seeks a "nature of..." where

the nature antecedently is spcified by a classification

based on sensible similarity end consequently will be knorn

when some indeterminate function is determined.

The reader will observe that Galileo differed

from his Aristotelian opponents by taking this second step.

- 49 -
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The Aristotelians 're content to talk about the naturo of

light, th nature of het:t, etc.4 Uolileo inaqgur:tA

science by insistf.ng 	 t the a tu:- or 	 was not

enough; from 5'ensible sl	 vd,ich r1in the rela-

tion of thinc,s t	 r senses, on- mist proceed to r-qations

that hold iirectly betvee Ui1h,;43

2.4,	 loy the correlations ond functions that

rilate thint;s dir-ctly to oh.:. .loth.-r are datermin,d omniri-

cally by -,;!airn,:, 	 ttaasqr9moaf.s of graphs, and

grasping L.. 'be ,,dttfered points Lhe possibliity of a !:.ftooth

curve, a Lat, a fomilatiou. But our present cohc-,-n is

with th anttIcedent, heuri::tic clus. Accor'liagly, rr)rall

tiu,,t, besides inlivi,luality, the continuum also pertains to

the empiriml residue arid, as veil, that just Lic the univer-

sal iv re;-iched by abstracting from the in Itvidilal, so also

the techaiques of ttie infinitesimal calculus deal vith the

intelligibility reached by ob tructing from thQ non-anent-

able infinity of tv continuum.

Th third step, tan, in our E:rieralization

is the observation thi, 'here the mi.thematicianA says, let

be tho reouired n ihbor, 	 th) epirica1 inquirer can aam

let some inletenlinz,te function,	 0, be the

recliired function. Furt:ler„ just as the miAllevi:,tilian

by MaAirW t.,Lo.n,:e:s about it, o too th.. enpirical in-

quirer CL41 1107 1,Wi_.raS the detemination of his 	 ?min-

ate functioa by writing down differential equations which

it must sa%isfy.

This procedure is named by Lindsay ani

- 50 -  
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Margenau in their Foundations of ?hyeice, the 'Method of

Elementary Abstraction". They illestrate it by examining

the general features of a fluid in motion. Tees, if the fluid

ie continuws, then, at every point in the fluid there will

be the velocity components, u, v, w, and a density, r. If

the fluid is not vae1shineliA4, then the excess rate of

outflow over in-flo with respect to any infinitesimal

volume il1 equal the rate of decrease of density in that

volume. Hence, there may be derived the equation:

ru)/x	 4 ''() (rv)/4 4. '1) (rw)A z 

Further, if' tly motion ie only in on lirection, to of the

terms on the left-hand side vanish. If the fluid is incom-

pressible So tj ts:le density does not vary in time, the term

on the rila-hand Ade becomes zero. If the fluid is also

homogeneous, so that the deueity does not vary in space,

then the density, r, wnishes from the expressions on the

left-hand side. Finally, if the velocity components, u, v,

are equal to the first partial derivatives of some func-

tion of the coordintes, x, ;E, z, there arises Laplace's

equation.

The foregoing equation of continuity can be

combined vith other equations based on similarly general

considerations. Thu, by shifting from velocity and density

to acceleration and pressure, three further differential

equations can be obtained. By adding suitable assumptions

and restrictions, there can be worked out the differential

equation of a wave motion. (See Lindsay and Margenau, pp. 29
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What it baponinet Coneider the algebraic) procedure

that we are conoralizinc; and oboorve the isomorhion. Whore before

we said, Let a be the required number, now wo any, lot the function

f(x, y, z, t) 01 be the reouirr& correlation. Where before we

noted that, While the minute hand doves over aL minutes, the hour
hand moves over .02 minute e, now wo work out a differential

equation that expressos mathematically certnin very general features

of the data. Where before we apmled to tho fact that at three

olcloek the hour hand bad a fifteen minute start, now ve turn our

attention to the boundary conditions that restrict the rance of

functions satiofyinc the differential enuation.

25 Invariancq 

Though e. lets inademAto account of the notion of

invariance will bn attomptod in manininc the notiona of Space and

Time in Chapter V, at leapt some'montion of it should be made in the

present outline of scientific cluen and anticipations, hccordincly,

we recall that the difference° of particular placea and particular

times pertain to the empirical residue and, for that realm, not

only are eci7ntific discovaries Anapendent of the place and time

of their origin but also they can claim to be equally and uniformly

valid irronpoctive of merely apatio-tomporal differences. Hence,

for example, the formulae for chemical compounde not only have the

intollicibility and maniac tnt.mlac exactly the same symbolic

repretentation no matter tart the place or time. However, physical

principlon and laws are involved in a difficulty. For they regard

motione of one kind or another; motions are chances in place and

time; platen and times load. to reference frame° conntructed to

include and decimate all points and inetanta relatively to a

particular origin and orientation. It rollout that if phyoical
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principle and ant rofer to motions, they ale° refer to the

perticulor origin and oric,ntation of come particular reference

frame and, unlese a npecial effort to made, chance in the choice

of reference frame may renult in change in the statement of the

grinciplo or law, 3n the other hand, when a epecial offort is

mode, the mathematical expr000lan of physical principlee and laws

undergoes no chance in form deopite changes in spatio-temporal

otandpoint and then the matheciatical expreosion is naid to be

invariant under come epecified group of trannformations.
Briefly,
Byeattg; then, the meaning of invariance is thatA

1) all nciontiots expect their correlations and laws to be indepen-

dent of away opatio-tompoml difftrencee, 2) phyoiciste are

confronted with a special difficulty inasmuch ac they have to use

reference frames, and 3) physicinte ourmount their peculiar

difficnity by exprenoing their principles and laws in mathematical

eemtions that remain invariant under traneformatione of frames

of reference.

However, to determine under which croup of trans-

formation() invarieumo to to be achieved, some further principle

has to be Invoked and, in fact, in different scientific theories

different minciplee are invoted. Of those the most conoral to

the principle of oculivalence mUcia aeoorto that physical principles

and laws are the came for all observers. Now at first sight this

statelent moms ambiguous. Doeo it moan that physical objects

look the same fire from all obsergatiJial standpoints? Or does it

moan that phynical principles and laws are simply and complete3y

outeide trio range of seeing, hmring, touching, feeling, and all

other direct and indirect acts of obeerving?

While some writers men to favor trio former view,

there can be little doubt about Einstein's position. Moreover,
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that popition follows quite plaunibly from the pronto° that empirical

science seeks not the relations of thine to our sent= but their

relations to one another. For, as has boon remarked, obeervatimas

c17o may to moaeurements, measurements relate thtngs to one another

rather than to our Demme; and it is only the more remote relations

of measurements to one another that load to empirical correlations,

functions„ laws. Now clearly if laws are reached by eliminating

the relations of things to the senses of observers and by arriving

at relations between the moarurod relation° of things to ono

another, then there exiets an extremely solid foundation for the

. affirmation that principle° and laws are the same for all observere

becaune they lie simply and completely outside the ram° of

observational activitiee. It is, for example, not the appearanoe•

of colors but the General explanation in terms of wave-lengths or
licht that to exactly the same no matter what may be the etate

of observer's' eyes, the lichtinc by which they Bee, or the speed

with which they may happen to be in relative motion.

Nonce, if physical principlea and laws are indepenrs

dent of any movemort of observers, they ohould be oenally indepenri.

dent of any similar movement of reference frame°. But observers

may be movinc with any linear or ancular velocity provided the

motion to continuous and provided it involves no excursion into

the thATI inacinary nections of a manifold construsted by intro-
n_,-

diming complex nunbers. It follows that physical prisciplee and

laws should be independent of similar movements of reference

frames. Accordincly, by the principle of evivalence the mathe-

matical exr:ressiou of phynical principloo and laws ie to be expected

to be invariant as lone as transformation equations are cOntinuoms

function° of real variable,

II
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To implemont thie conclocion, fliioh ic no more

thnn a Genoral anticipation based on cocnitional theory, two

ftwther stops arc remlirad. First, the broad invarianco that

we have dosaritrA hap to Iv conceived precicoly in torms of

tennorn. Secondly, ap.roprinto empirical hypothence h-lre to bo

formulatod and verlflod. But by those ntern thrre are reached the

General Thoory of Dolativlty and the Genoralined Theory of Gray-

itatims and it nay not be mains to rote that our ramoto anticipation

offers a nimplo explanation for cortain aspects of thone theories,

For what wan anticipated map a nonfrolatedneen of abstract lays to

observers. It follaus that to consoonemm of the anticipation

Shoold not be vorified 1) if the lmwo lotto their abotract chrtractor

throw* rarticularisation (.')0 or 2)	 if invos47ation comeentrateS

(*) See Lindsay and ::arrenau, po 368.
COMO

on tho froTaancios of concroto events acceosibao to obeertrorn as

moms to bo the cam in conntum Vochanice.

A. lone comeral anticipation of invariance In con—

tained in the basic pontolate of Special Rolativity. Alroady

illustratinc invoroo InsiCht we have had wear:lion to pit this

pontulato in the form of an explanatory nyllociem in whiCh the

major promino expreneed an anticipation of invariance and the

minor promice onaoncod tho dofoct of Lltellicibill,ty in inertial

transformations. On the proeont analysis, then, the difforence

between the anticliattme roprosonted roppectively by Gonerai and

by Special Relativity in that, whilo both cxrpoct invariant matte
eprossion

mmtical emolument= to result from the abstractnoos of principles

and laws, General Relativity implements thin atpootation by invekine

n direct t sicht into the sirnificance of noaeurements but Speeds.'
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Relativity implements it by invokine an inverne insieht into the

innielnificence of conntant velocity.

The enact rntere of thin difference may be clarified

by two ferther remarks. On the one bend, it Coop not prevent

Special Relativity from being roeftrded an a pertlemlar cam of

Gonennl Roletivity, for General Rolativity doeo not attribute any

significance to oonotant velocity, end Spocial Relativity primarily

recardo lswn roechod by relatine neasurenonts to one another.

On the other hand, the difference in a diffornco not moroly in

docroe but alno in kind, for the anticipations of Cnoral Relativity

do not hold when the reneltn of inveetieations includo relntiens

to observers, but the anticiyatione of Special Relativity do hold

as long as the insignificRnce of conntant velocity is entonded tõ

the whole of physics. So pnrhnps ono may explain the fact that

the enticipoticno of Special Relntivity have boon mntod nuccessfully

with rIwtnttun Mochanion (*),

(*) See Lindeay and flareenaur pp. 501 ff.
SWIM

A third and still less or:moral anticipation of

invariance ban boon attributed retronpectivoly to Newtonian

dynamics, and it to not difficult to 4	 asp in tormn of insieht

the justice of thin view. For, an hen bon noted, the defect in

intelligibility known in inmerao innieht is formuTated only by

employing a positive contoet of conteraltont direct insights* In

partiollar, it hen boon renerhed thRt the defect of iltelligibility

in constant velocity vas ocfrossod for mochanica by Newton in his

firet law of motion but for physics eonerally by Einstoin in the

basic roctulete of Special Relativity. Aceprdinely, one can move

backwarOc from Ein.ntoin to Newton if 1) one holde fact to the .

defective intellielbility in conntant velocity an 2) ono  obangOim.

0
1 • •
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the concomitant context of diroot'innichts in torme of which the

inverse insight regarding conntant velocity is expressed.

Now the relevant differences in the concomitant eon'-

text are threefold. First, Special Relativity recarde all phypical

principles and. laws, but Newtonim dynamics le concerned primarily

with mechnnics. Secondly, Special Relativity in primarily a field

theory, that is, it is concerned not with the efficient, inntrwi.

mental, material, or final causes of events, but with the intelli-

gibility immanent in data; but Newtonian dynamics BOOMS primarily

a theory of efficient causee, of forcon, their action, and the

reaction evolnd by action. 'Thirdly, Special r RelaUvity is stated

as a methodological doctrine that regards the mathematical exTression

of phynical principlee and laWas but Newtonian dynamics is stated

an a doctrine about the objectn subject to laws.

From these difference° it follows that what Einstein

ntated for physics in terms of the trannformation properties of

the mathematical expression of principles and laws, Newton stated

for mci.chanics in terms of the forms that move bodies. In both

cases whnt in stated in a negation of intelAgibility in constant

velocity. 3ut the Einntei-lian context mahoe the statement an affir-

mntion of invariance despite inertial traneformatiors, while the

Newtonian context	 on the statement an. affirmation of continued

uniform motion in a straight line deepite the abnence of external

forces. Finally, an the EinsteingAan statement may be regarded as

a methodological rule governing the oxprecnion of physical prin•

ciples and laws, no the Newtonian statement may be regarded as a

general boundary condition complementing the laws that equate 1)

force with change of momentum and 2) action with an equal and

.opponite reaction.
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2,6 Summary, 

Our concern has boon the Methodical genesis of

insight. Scinntiots achieve underotandings but they do so only

at the end of an ineuiry. Moreover, their inquiry is methodical,

and method consists in ordering means to achieve an end. But haw

oan moans be ordered to an end when the end in knowledge and the

knowledce to not yet acquired!, The answer to this puzile is

the heuristic structure. Name the unknown. Work out its prOpertles.

Use the properties to direct, order, guide the inquiry.

In prescientific thought what in to be known inasmuch

as underatanding is achieved to named the "nature of ..." Because

pimilare are understood similarly, the "nature of ..." in expected

to be the same for all similar data, and so it in npecifseiod

as the mture of light, the nature of heat, and so forth, by con-

strut:stin3 olanoificatims based on sensible similarity.

Scientific thought involves a more exact anticipation.

What to to be known inasmuch an data are understood Is some correl—

ation or function that states universally the relations of things

not to our senceo but to one another. Hence, the scientific

anticipation in of some unspecified correlation to be specified,

some indeterminate function to be determined; and now the task

of opecifying or determining to carried out by manuring, by

tabnilating meanurementn, by reaching an insight into the tabulated

measurements, and by expressing that insicht through some general

correlatim or function that, if verified, will define a limit

on which converge the relations between all subsequent appropriate

measurements.

Thin basic anticipation and procedure may be

anti enriched in two further manners. First, functions are solutions

of differential oeuntiono; but in many cases relevant differential  

o)
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equations can be deduced from very plural coaticbrations. Hence,

the nciontist may anticipate that the function., iwhich is the object

of bin inquiry, will be one of the solutiono of the relevant

differential onuations. Secondly, the functions that become known

in the mennuro that understandinc to achieved are, both in oriGin

and in appliaation, independent of the differences of particular

placen and particular timee. In ouch a scioneo of phynics this

anticipation of independence boconos formulated so the invariance

of principlos and laws undor croup° of transforantiono, and different

ad grounds aro invoked to dotermine whf!_cheTollp of tanaformatian

in to leave the mathomatical oxrrennion of Imo =chanced in farm.

So a direct insight into the significanco of raonourementa yieldn

the anticipation° of General Relativity; an Jivers° insicht into

the Insignificance of conntant velocity yields the anticipations

of Spocial Relwivity; and a restriction of tills invorse innicht

to the context of Newtonian dynamics yioldn ttm anticipations that

sometimes arc named Newtonian relativity.

• 	Such in brief are the anticipNtioso conotitutive

of classical hourintic structure. The structure is named clasnical

because it in rostricted to innidhts of a typo moot molly iaon,

tified by menttminc tho =on of Galileo, Newton, Clork4laxwe1l,

and Einntoin. It In named heurintic becalm it anticipatos inoidhta

of that type and, whilo proscinding from their es yet unknown

contenting works out their Goneral _properties te Give SitFisetbodical

Guidanco to inventigationo. It is rnmed a otrIcture because,

though operative, it is not known explicitly until ovorniCht of

insidht given way to innight into innight.

In particular one ehould °beano that classical

hourintic otructmll hao no nuppositione excort the minimal

_
0
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suppositions that insi-hto of a cortain typo occur and that kite5c.

inquiry aiming at ouch inoichte may be not haphazard but methodical.

Furthor, advertence to classical heuristic structure hap no

additional euppositions except the possibility of an ineicht that

grasp tho set of relations linking riethelical inquiry' with a.nti».

cipated ineichto, data, otmtiart.ies in data, raeasuronente, curved.

fitting, indotorminate functions, differential equations, the

principle of inertia, Special lloln.tiVity, and General Relativity.

If there ban boen comnunicated some rani!, of. such diverse °bleats

within the unity of a sincle view, then there hes been communicated

an insicht into the cenocie of inoicht, To doubt, that is a very

small thing. An insicht is no more than an mot* of understanding.

It may prove to be true or false or to hold zone intormodiate

position of creator or loss probability. Still it is sololy the

communication of that act of underatandinG that has boon our aim

and, if the reader hae boon concorned"withaa:29)_I	 anything else,

ho has dono all that to necoosary to mine the Little WO have ha

to offer in the prosont context,

A further obsorvation is not without its importance.

Preciooly because our suppositiono and or objective have boon so

restricted, our account of claosical heuristic structure is

essentially free from any opinion about corpuscle°, wavee, causality,

mochanism, detorninism, the .uniformity of nature, truth, objectivity,

appearance, reality. It follows immediatoly that if we venture

to me the name, nelaccical," we ..use it without being involved

in any of the oxtra—scientific views that historically have been

aesoolated with scientific discovorios and, to a creator or lose

extent, have influenced their interprotationlite This point is,

of courso, of coneVorablo importance at a time when a new statie-

tice,1 heuristic otructure has (Totm enormounly in prestige t it

•n ••
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has become a matter of same obocurity whethor the now approach

conflicts with the aosumptions of earlier scionce or mero4 with

the oxtos-ocientific opinions of earlier potentiate. Finally, if

we may close this soction on a still more eoneral note, it ie not

perhapo rash to claim that an analyeis of ociontific proceduree

in term) of inoicht to also now arid that the value of such analysis

cannot be tooted except by working oot ito implicatione and con,

fronting them, not with opinions on mimeo baood on other analyses,

but aololy with strictly ociontifio anticipations, proceduree, and

moults.

oto	 en	 o Olao

Before advancinc to a conridoration of etatistical

heurintic otructure, it will be well to at* Judi how far the full

realization of claonical anticipations would brine the ocientist

_towards an adequate undorotandinc of data. Accordingly, we ask

about the ranco of concrete inforoncos from cluoical laws and we

do so all the more readily bocauso discussions of thio topic seem

to have oufforod from an ovoroicht of insicht.

For Not cm insight to n nocoosary intermediary

between note of meaouroments and the formulation of lawn, co also

it Is needed in the revoroo proceso that apjleo known laws to

concrete oituations. (Wacci. 	 , Hence, a concrete etimociontifio

Inference has not two but throe conditions: it supp0000 Information

an soma concrete situation; it ouppoom knowlodco of laws; and it

supoese4an inoicht into the Given situation. For it in only by

the insicht that one con know 1) which lawn arc to be oolectod

for the Inference, 2) how the solected laws are to be combined

to roprcoont the opatial and dynnoic configuration of the concrete

*
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situation, and 3) what amennions in the situation are to be

meaoured to supply numerical values that particularize tho aelected

and combined laws.

Further, such inferences can be carried out in two

manners. While practical people wait for concrete eitaationa to

arise before atteraptine to work out their connequencee, theoretical

minds are Given to anticipating ideal or typical cases and to deter.

mining how a deduction could be carried out in each owe.

Now in these anticipmtory concrete inferences a

different type of insight comes into play. For in the practical

inference the aitwtior4 determines the relevant insidet and the

insight doteraineo thm selection, combination, and particularization

of laws. But in the anticipatory inference inoicht is creative and

constructive. It is not hampered by any eiven attention. Rather

It tends to be a free t exploration of the potentialities of known

laws, and its principal freit is the formulation of ideal or typical

processes that are dominated throughout by human intelligence. For

in such processes the lanai° situation is eny situation thnt oatis-

flea the reqeirement° of the constructive insight area provided

the process in closed off againot all extraneous imauence, every

antecedent and connoquent situation must ammo the diaenoions

determined by the aucoopaivo stages of the immginatIve model.

Moreover, it can happen that such ideal CT typical

procesdes can be verified in a sequel-3e° of concrete eituationo, and

then three very notable consequences follow. In tho first place,

some insight or came set of unified innights can Graer) not only

the process ea a whole bat also every event in the whole, Secondly,

thissiple inaiGht or single unified set can be 	 in a

corresponding combination of selected laws and any situation can

be deduced from aey other without any explicit consideration of
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intorvoning situations. Thirdly, When such procenses exist and

their laws are as yet unknown, their invostigation anjoye a number

of singular advantagen. For the intelligible unity of the Whole

proceso implios 1) that data on any oituation are equivalent to

data on the whole procooe, 2) that If data are found to be signi-

ficant in any situation, then similar data will be nignificant in

every other situation, and 3) that the accuracy tEe4of reports on

any situation can be chocked by inferences from reports on other

situatione. Moreover, once initial (Ufficultieo rlie overcome and

basic insights are reached, the investigation apl:roachoo a supreme

moment when all data ouddonly fall into a oinglo perspective,

sweoping yet accurate deductions become ponnible, and eubnoquont

exact predictions rogularly'will prove to have been correct.

Howovor, if the nature of statistical inquiry is to

be understood, it to of considorablo importanco to grasp that a quite

different typo of process not only can be constructed but also

probably can be verified. Accordlngly, lot us divide ideally

conotructod procossoe into ayotematic and non-oyotematic. Let UB

define syntalatic processes by the already enumerated properties

that, oth^r things bein(, equal, 1) the Ahole of a nyntonatic process

and its every event possess but a atingle intolligibility that

corresponds to a single insight or single mot of unified insights,

2) any situation can be deduced from any other without an explicit

conoideration of intervoning situations, and 3) the empirical

investigation of ouch processes in larked not only by a notable

facility in F."ascortaining and chocking abundant and significant

data but aloo by a sT:reme momont.when all data fall into a angle
perspective, swooping deductione become possible, and subsequent

.exact predictions regularly are fulfilled.

Now whenever a group or series is constructed on
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determinate principles, it is alwaye possible to construct a

different group or Berton by the nimplo expedient of violating the

determinato principles. But the group of nyeaematic proceeses is

conntructed on determinate principles. Therefore, by violating

tho principles one can construct other procoones that are non.

syotematic.

It ls to be noted that the conntruction of 'ammo-

systematic procoonea roots on the name knowledce of laws and the

same creative intolliconte an the construction of syntomatio

ceases. Hence if one inclines to enlarge the croup of syntomatio

processes by.pontulatine full knowledge of lam and an unlimited

inventivenons, one munt crant that the group of nom-ayetervtio

processes also is constructed from an equally Dull knowlodce of

laws and an equally unlimited (thonCh parhaps perverce) inventiveness

Finally, though we do not know all laws, norm the less we can

form the general notion of the nyotonntio process; and similarly

despite our ignorance of anny laws we aloe can form the general

notion of the non-syntematio process.

For, in the first place, if norreoptematio process

in undorstood, the understanding will. be multiple. Thore will be

no single insicht„ or single set of unified insights, that masters

at once the wholo process and all its everts. The only corroct

undorotanding will be either a set or different inoichts or else

a set of different unified cets. In thr. nrmer case the different

innichts will not be unified intellicibly and no they will not be

related to one another in any orderly merle() or progrension or

grouping whatever. In the latter case the different sots of

unified innichto will have no higher intolliciblo unity and so

they will not be related to one another in any orderly seriet or

progression or grouping uhatever. Finally, lot no say that_k,
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series, proGreseion, grouring•is orderly if the relations between

the element° of the wries, eroGroopion (roupine; eith er 1) can to

erasped by an insiGht that can be oxpreseed in General terme or 2)

can be concluded from any oinclo insicht or any singlo set of

unified inciehto.

Secondly, became different parts of tho prOcese

understood differently, thoro can be no eincle combinstion of

selected laws that holds for the whole proems. On the contrary,

for every different insidht or different Got of unified insights

there will be a different combination and perhaps even a different

selection of laws. Arpin, just as the different insi()hts or unified

sets of rcisichte, co the different selection° and cmmbinations

will not Gatiefy any orderly serieser procressiaa or (3roAping

whatever.

Thirdly, such nonpillystomatio.process may to deducible

in All its °yenta. Iot tic suppoGe 2) the aboonce of extraneous

interference, 2) full information on cone one situation, Z) com

plete knowledce of all relevant lays, 4) correct insiffhts into the

basic sitmtions 5) mufficient ekill in the me.nipalation of' Mathe-

matical exprescions, 6) correct insVhts into deduoNd situations,

and 7) no restriction on the amount of time allowed for the deduction

Then from the Given eituation the occurrence and the dimenoions

of the next picnificantly different situation can he deduced.

Correct insiEtts into the deduced data on this atuation make it

possible to deduce the occurrence and the dimensions of the third

Gionificantly different eituation. Finally, since this procedure

can be repeated indefinitely and clime there are no restrictions

on the amount of tine to be devoted to the deduction, it makes no

difference how many eicnificantly different tat situations there are.
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Fourthly, in a number of =flora non-systomatio

process exhibits coincidontal aguregateo. For an aggrocate is

Coincidental if 2) the members of the aggrogato have W3M0 unity

based on spatial juxtaposition or tanporal ouccesoion OT both

and 2) ,there is no corresponding unity on the level of insicht

and intelligibde relation.

For non-systematic process as a whole palletises a

spatio.-tanporal unity but has no corresponding unity on tho level

of insight or intolliciblo relation.

Again, the sevoral inoichto by Whidh the several

parts of non.-wstematic process are understood form another coincid-

ental aggregate. For they are a multiplicity on the level of

but they poososo oomo unity tram the spntio-tomporal

.unity of the process.

Similarly, the succession of different promises 4

which difforent stageo of nonfoyotemtic process may be deduced

are a third ceincidontal manifold' For thny too are a multiplicity

or the level of intelligibility but they possess some unity from

the spatiotemPoral unity of the procoss.

Further, the basic oitflation of non-systematic

process must bo a coincidental mnn.ifold. For it has unit7 by

spatisa juxtaposition; but it cannot be one on the level of insight

and imtelliciblo rolation. If the basic.situation were intelligibly

ones then the deduction of the process from that intollicible

unity wonld constituto an oraorly (Touping for the sot of

difforent inoidats and for the succession of different ccmbirations

of solootod laws. But both the sot of different insichts and the

succession of different combinations of selected lam are coincid-

ental agomgates that carrot be unified by any orderly series or

progrossion or ryowping whatevor.. Therefore, the basic situatiOn.
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cen be no more than a merely seageidgotrak spatial unification

of different intelligibilities that can be graspol only by a sot

of differont and unrelated insiChts.

Similarly, if many differont and unrelated insiditi

are needed to undoretand the barite cituation, the premises for a v

deduction from that eituation cannot be a sincle, unified oombination

of selected laws. And since a coincidental aggrecato of premises

will yield a coincidental aggregate of conclusions, it follows

that every deducible situation, provided it to a total situations

also will be a coincidental aggregate. Further, it follows that*

When a nork-sT-tmatic procees happens to give rice to a syntematic

prom's (as in recent theories on the origin of planetary systems),

then the total situation must divide into two parts of whieh one

,hapzens to fulfil the sad* conditions of syetem^tic process anti

tho other fulfils the reouirement of otirl, things bolns

Finally, there emerges the rule for constructing
aa.L.#4.0k-is

none-systematic proceseee. For A"random" Zay-422-4W4/904,17411"a4r
A

whatever provided opecified condition° of intelligibility are not

fulfilled." But nonsyctomatic proceos results from any baste

saturation provided it lacko intelligible unity from a definitive

viewpoint. Therefore, the rule for conctructing non—systematic

processes to to begin from any random baeic eituation.

Fifthly, if none-systematic processes exist, then

the difficulty of inveptigating their nature increases with the

number and diversity of their several distinct and unrelated

intolligibilitioe. Data on one situation arc not equivalent to

data on the whole process but are relevant only to one of army

partn of the whole. Again, the typos of data ei7nificant in one

part will not be significant in disparate parts, and so several
ka,44.01.,

different inquiries muot be undertaken. Thirdly* reports on one A

t.•-•

0
«V
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ordinarily cannot bo chocked by comparing them with inferences from

reportb on other situntions. Fourthly, thoro is no supra= momont

when all data fall into a single rorspoctive, for there in 3ggiri

no oincle perspective) to be had.. Fifthly, even when the lave

involved in the proconn are thoroughly underotood, oven when current

and accurate reports from unually significant centern of information

are available, otill ouch slight difforencos In mattors of fact can

moult in ouch lave() difforoncon In tho subooquont course of milts

that doductiond have to bo rontricted to the short run and prodie-

tions hgvo to be contont with indicating probabilities. So, perhapop

it in that antronomors can publinh the exact timos of the eclipses

of past naft future centurion but motoorologlots need a constant

supply of Ire oh and accurate ilformation to tell up about tomarrowto

weather,

Let um now pause to take our boaringn, We began

by notine; that concrete info/woos frmn clasnical laws suppose

not only Imowlodgo of laws and information on come banic

nituationtmt also an inoicht that mediates between the situation

and Goneral knowledge. We went on to dlotinolish between praotioal

inoichts that apply laws to givon situations and conntructive

insights thnt invent typical or idoal procossos. Wo have been

ongagod In axplaining that, junt an conotructiVo insitht can 8.01160

cystomatic procennes with all their boavtiful and convenient

propertieo, BO aloe It can &vino non-syotematic processes with a

complete net of quite oppooite proportion. It romaine that a

few more vsneval coroilarion be added.

First, syotomtic propene in monotOnoue, but nanm.

syntematio proceos can be the womb of 4tem novelty. For the

possibility of leaping deductively from any situation of a systamatite

process to any other situation. roots on 	 fact that a systematic)
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pr000m is little more than a perpetual repetition of esoentially

the cane (story. On tho other hand, the unfolding of a non,

nystmatic proceos ha to 	 followod throuch Ito coquonce of

situations. Sicnificant chance's *occur and, myths:1y ocour, thi

relovant insichtn chdnge. Hence, an will appear In Chaptor IV,

within a largo non-nynten'Atio propene then) can be built a pyramid

of ochenoo reciting on achemen in a oplendid ascent of novelty and

creativoneon,

Secondly, oynteaRtic proem would seem to be

revorsible, that in, it would work equa14 woll if, so to °peaks

the futuro were the pant and the procoos ran backwvaidn. For a

eyntomatic process in the nxprosnion of a °Inca° idea' Endh

oucconalve oituation is' related to the nont in accord with the

dictate° of the idea. Henze, to reverse the succesnion of dictates

sO that the Process bocins from a last situation and moves backwards

to a firot involves no now idea but morely a different and, it

moms, oqually workable application of the saw idea. On the other

handonon-systomntic proems may easily be irrovernible. For it

is not the unfolding of como sincqe idea, and succesolvo oituations

are net related in accord with the diotatoo of any angle innight

or any nincle not of unified inoiChta. What is in control in

net intolligonce but any random basic situation, and the moulting

coincidental =wens° of coinoidental situations oasily includes

both the °mercer= and the destruction of oystematic proconsesi

Hance, to expect nan..systemntic process to be reveroible in to

expect dostroyed systonatic procoonen to re...emerge from their

ruins; again, it in to =poet that rovernad oyotomatic processes

willyesolvo into their origins at the richt moment and in the

right manner though no provioion in made for that renolution4

.7,
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Thirdly, the distincti n between systematic and nor&

syntenatic processos throws llrht on the preoise mpaninc of closure.

For there is an external closure that excludes outside interference.

When it is applied to a systematic process, the whole course of

events lc mastered by intelWencs with rolntive ease. But when

a

	

	 it is applied to a non.systemiltio process, then it merely loaves

internal factors all the freer to Interfere with ome another.

Folirthlys whether world process is grotematic or

nonr,systewtic is a Question to be nettled by the onpirical method

of atmting both hypotheses, workinc out ex fully st one can the

totality of their implications, and confronting the implioationm

with the observable facts.

Fifthly, if world process proves to be non-syatomatic,

then it contains coinciAental aggregates and the mrd„ "random,"

has an objective moaninc, In that cane, there	 be some

interpretation of statistical mimeo as the nolonoe of what exists.

In other words, in that cane it wonld be false to mmy that

statistical science must be a mnre cloak for igarance. Moreover,

even if world process' proves to be cystematiel still that will be

true only on empirical cronnds and a mdszLjztj'o	 it follows that

It cannot be true aplial. that statistical science cannot be
CIN-N	 C4w,s,

the scionce of that exLsto I	 can be no pie

valid theoretical arguments thrtt establish that statistical

science in every possible meaninc of the term mmet be a mere

cloak for ignorance,
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Statintical Heuristic Strqcture. 

41E1anorContrats

Clasoical and otatintical invOsticatians exhibit

marked difference that provide a convenient starting-point for

the present nection.

In the first place, while clapoical invostication

heads towards the determination of functions and their oysteme-

tization, ntatintical inventiration cling° to concrete eituations.

Hence, while clannical conclunions are concerned with what would

be if eue, other thincs wore equal, otatintical conclusions directly

recard such act-Topton of events as the neenencon of occaniono on

which a coin in tensed or dice are cast, the scene/Icon of oitmationa

created by the mobility of molecule° in a ran, the Eloquence° of

generations in which babien are born, the young narry, and themnyt

old die.

Secondly, otatistical innuiry attends not to theoret-

ical procesoon but to palpable results. Ao Galileo sought the

intelliribility imnanont in a free fall, oo C3.ork-ilaxvrei1 conCht

the intelligibility immanent in the electromagnetic field. But in

a statistical inventication ouch theoretical analyse° and construc-

tions are net anide. The movement of dice obnervos perfectly

the laws of mechanic°, but the lawn of mechanics are not premixes

In the detrmination of the probability of canting a "seven."

Doctors corn only emceed in diarnosing the caution of death, but

succennful diarnoses are not etudied in fixinr death rates. The

statintical scientist wows content to define events and areae,

to count the inntances of each defined elms within the defined

area, and to offer come general but rather vacue view of thingo as

a whole.

'
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Thirdly, statistical science to empirical, but it

does not endeavor to manure and correlate the spatial, temporal,

and other variables that no fancinete clamical inventicators. Ito

attention in directed to frequencies that are straightforward

numerical annvero to the stralchtforward queetion, How often? Such

frequencies may be ideal, or actual but, while it in true that the

ideal frequency or probability rainen debatable issues', at leant

the actual frenuencv in a trannparent report not of what nhould or

mirjlt or will hapron but of what in fact did happen. Such actual

frequencion are absolute, when they acniGn the actual number of events

of a Oxen kind within a given area during a damn interval of time.

However, eince different area° coma lonly are not comparable, it io

cuotomary to proceed from absolute actual froeuencios either to

rates, pay, per thoucand of population or, when °lumen of events

are alternative poseibilitieo, to relative actual frequencies which

are nets of proper fractions, nay, 	 P	 P r

whore n 2	 t

Fourthly, behind the forocoinc rather superficial

differences, there in a profound difference in the mentality of

elannical and otatietical ineuirern. Had ears:manors boon content

to regard the wandering of the planet° as a merely random affair,

the planetary nynten never would have boon diecovered. Had Joule

been content to dinrorard email difference°, the nochanical equi—

valent of heat would have remained unknown. But ntatistical

ineuirere make it their buninee° to distinfuleh in their tables of

frequencieo between olynificant and merely random differences.

Hence, while they co to creat .rains to arrive at exact numbers,

they do not seem to attempt the obvious next step of exact explam-

ation. An long an differences in froeuency oscillate about dome

averace, they arc esteemed of no account; only whom the average

itself changed, is intellectual curiosity aroused and further

OD
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inquiry deemed relevant,

4,2 The Inveree /nalpht,.

Thc exinterme of this radical difference in mentality

demands an explanation, and the obvious explanation is the occur-

rencek ooriothinr like an inverse inoicht. For an inverse ineight

has three charaoterieties: it suppose() a positive object of inquiry;

it denies intelligibility to the objects and the dola denial rune

counter to spontaneous anticilationn of intelligence. But the

differences named random are matters of fact: they occur in fro-

guano/en dotormined by counting the events in a civon clam in a

given area durinaa Given interval of time. Further., random

differencee are denied intelligibility for, though statistical

inquirers hardly would use ouch an expression, at leapt their

deeds seem a cufficiont witna-ss to their thouht. Tlhen differences

are not random, further innuiry is in order; but when differences

are random, not only in no inquiry attempted but also the very

attempt would be pronounced silly. Finally, this denial of

intellicibility is in open conflict with the anticipations of

classical invectigation. For classical precept and exemple tire-

lessly inculcate the lonoon that no difference in to be simply

neclocted; and While one may doubt that this classical attitude

is more spontaneous than its opposite, at least one can speak of

a devaluated imerce insight that divides classical and statistical

anticipations,

Further, while thin devaluated inverse insight

bears on the frequencies of e vont, it does not follow necessarily

that the defect of intellicibility rqsisles in cincle 4 events,
Indeed, it memo mite possible to aelelowledge random differenoes

in frequencies and at the same time to maintain that single events

0
' •
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aro determinate, that they' mre not.randomo even that they are

doducible. &t least, tin° (Monts mast be oterminate mouth to

be counted foro if thri are not counted, there are no frequencies

and co no random differences in frequoncios. Again, one can

acknowledge random. differences in death rates without suggesting

that slngle doatho were ranaan ex, that doctors woro unable to

perform succeesful diamosoo. Finally, if sin(3lo °vents need not
11; curl"

be random, they may be doduoitao. For if it is ress#Iblejrom

)0

effect to calico, from oonsequont to antecedent, it should be

equally posoible to move from MEMO to °Mot, from dotormining

antecodont to determined consequent.

It seams, then, that if we are to discover a baut
aoneral accourt of the meaninc. of random dAfforences, wo must look

not to e_ng_e ovente butt eventst to  AD members of a group. So the1

question bocomom, How can thr4ro he a Wed, in intolAgibility

in a group of events if each event sinfqy is (mite determinate, if

none are random, and if one by one all may be deduced?

Fortunatoly, if not accidentally, our previous

diocuocion of concrete inf,rtncon from clmsoical laws offers a

roaay anowor to thin question. For tnoulodco of laws can be applied

1) to oingle °yenta, 2) to systematic processoo, and 3) to non,-

syntematic procenoes. Mreovor, ffij. Nat ma the apportion of random

differences in froquermlos nmed not imply thnt single evonts are

indeterminate or random or that they are not deducible, so also

in a non-oystomatic process each event may' be deorminate, none

need be random and oometimes at least, if tine were not money, all

cOuld be doduced. Again, just an the ansc7rtion of rand= differ-

once° springs from a devaluated inverso incieht, so too doee the

notion of a non-systemtic process, Form non-systematic proces0

is as pooltive an °bled. of inquiry no any proceos; it is nom!‘
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.syotematic inasmuch ao it lacks the intollicibility that Charac-

torizos systematic procoos; and its proportion are vory cumising

indood when they are comparod with what comonly Laplace is

supposed to have meant when ho claimed that any oituation in world

history could be deduced from any other.

Tho similarly of thone two devaluated inverse

insiChts provides an obvious cluo and, to follow it up, lot its

conoidor the four otatomonts: 1)•statistical inquiry to concerned

with coinciaantal acgrocatoo of events; 2) otatintical innuiry

inveoticateo what classical inquiry nenlects; 3) statistical

ineuiry finds an intellicibility in whr,,t classical inquiry nm(lects;

and 4) this intellicibility In denied whon random differences are

affirmed.

First, otatistical innery is concerned with

coincidental accro7ates of events. For it to not concerned with

the intollicibly croupod events of aynterw,tic process: there aro

no atatistico on the phasoo of the moon or on the transit of Venus,

and there are no random Oifforencos in ordinary aotronomical tables.

Again, it in not concerned with events tal!:en ninny. For each

sinclo ovont amounts to 3ust ono more or loss in tables of fro-

quoncies and, in goneral, a differonco of one more or one loss

may be rockarded as random. Further, it is ponsiblo to discern
LI

random differontos in some groups of ()vents in ithich Gads. event

is determinao and deducible and no ovent in random. It remains,

then, that the object of statistical inquiry is the coincidental

accrocato of events, tte that is, the accrocfto of events that

has some unity by matial juxtaposition or by temporal oumcesdion

or by both but laelx unity on the level of in°54it and of intel-

licible relation. In other words, statistical inquiry is concerned
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with non-nyntematic Fromm.

Secondly, atatistical inquiry invosticates what 111

claneical inquiry neglects. For evrn if one grants that claasical

inquiry load() to the lave that explain every event, it remains

that clapoical sciences rarely bother° to explain the sinclo events

of non-oyetamatic proceos and, still less, does it offer any tech!.

nique for the orderly study of t groups of such events. Noreover,

there are exeollont reaeons for this norlect. Tho deduction of

each [4• the events of a non-eystomatio process begino by demanding

more abundant and moro eact informetion than there to to be had.

It pr000nde throuch a sequence of otagee dotormined by the coin-

cidenées of a random situation. It has to poetulate unlimited

time to be able to assert the possibility of completing the deduc-

tion, It would and up with a result that lacks conorality for,

whi o the result would hold for an exactly eimilar non-syetematic

process, it commonly would not proviao a safe basin for an approxi-

mation to the course of another non-systonatic !rococo with a

slichtly different basic situation. Finally, it would be propoa-

torona to attempt to deduce the course of events for every non-

systematic process. Not only would the forecoing difficulties

have to be surmounted an enormous number of times but this

Herculean labor would seam to be -to no purpose. How could non-

nyntemtio processes be clasnifi*od? How could one list in an

orderly fashion the .totality of situations of all nonfoyetematie

proceesos? Yet without such a claselfication and such a list,

how could ono identify civon situations with eituatione contained

in the extremely long deductions of the extremely large pet ailk#

of non-sptematio processes?
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Thirdly, statiotioal inquiry finde an intelligibility

in mtmt claosical inquiry neglects. So far we halm berm concerned

to stress the defect of intr,111riU1ity In non-nyntemntic process.

But a morn defect in intelliribility is not the basis of a scientific

method. There in needed a complementary direct insight that turns

the. tables of the defeat. Juet an scientific goneralization exploits

the fact that individuality pertains to an empirical rosidue, just

as the real number°, the theory of continuous functions, and the

infinitesimal calculus exploit the defect of intelligibility in the

conttnuum, juet an scientific collaboration Is poosiblo bocause

particular places and particular times pertain to the empirical

resift°, just an the principle of inertia and the basic postulate

of Special Relativity root on an ompirically reeidual aspect of

conotant velocity, no also statistical science is the positive

advance of rilp intelligence through the gap in intelligibility in

coincidental aggregAtes of events.

Accordinzly, beoldoo the devaluated inverse insight

that has _been our concern hitherto, there in to be acknowledged

in statiotical science another basic moment that is positive and

creative. Aristotle was quito aware ofir what mo have named non.

syetematic process, for ho contended that the whole course of

terrestrial events was Ant a oorles4 of accidents. But to this
L.

devaluated inverse innight he failed to add the further creative

moment. Instead of discovering statistical method, he attempted

to account for the manifest continuity of the terrestrial writes

of accidonts by invoking the continuous influence of the continuous4

rotating celestial spherose

Fourthly, it to this further intelligibility that is

denied when ranaom difforences are affirmed. For if the statistical

investigator deals with nenomeystematic processes, he does not find
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the intellicibility of systematic process either in the differences

ho pronounces eiTnificint or in the difforrnces he pronounces random.

Again, to discover no intelliribility trt statistical science

finds in nonf.aystemntic process, vm must loolr to tho differences

pronounced anificant. It follows that dilkorences in frequencies

of events RTO random whorl they lack net only t.

 syntemetic process but RICO the intollicibility of ronfeystematic

process.

AAA TO Meanab ilt

Still the render will bn more Interested in Marine

what t:iis inter! 171bility is thnn in -beinc told that it is lacking

in random differences. Its nrme, ttionp in probability but to grasp

the moaninG of th3 name is to reach an oxplana;ory definition.

Let no Win from the definition nnd then try to understmd it.

.ConsiOer a sot of classes of events, P, Qs Rt...

and suppose that in a sequence of intorvals or occasions evontd

in each clamo occur rovectively plo r1,... r2,...

pip qip rip... timos. Then the sequence of relative actual

frequencies of the events will be the series of sots of proper

fractions, pi/ nip cli // ni ri/	 whore i 11 2, 3,...

and in each ease ni • pi 4. qi ri .41.. Now if there exists
xohotAt

a sincln not ofApropor fractlens, say p /no ci/ n, rv/ no...

such that the difforoncos

pin — pi/ni, gin — qi/	 rjn..rif

are always random, thcn the constant proper fractions will be

the reopoctivo probabilities of the classes of menta,. the associ..

ation of these probabilities witll.the eassos of events defines a

state, and the set of obsorved reletivo actual frreuenciee

a representative ample of the state.
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The forrgoing tr paragraph outlines a procedure in

Which the central moment is an lnoiCht. By that insiftt the

inqUirer abetracts from the randamnoss lo frermoncics to discover

recularitiee that two tt expremsed in conotant proper frnotions

namod probNbiliAoo. There rosolto the solution of two outotanding'

mothodolocionl problomo. Beconop the probabiltioa are to hold

universallr, there in solvod the problem of roachin onoral knoll*

ledgo of aroots in non-oyatamTtio processes. Because states are

defined by the asoociation of clomoo of ovonts with corrospondime

probabilitiea, there in by-papoN1 the problem of diotincuidhing

and liatingrion-syotomatic promosoo. However, both the probabilr.

itios and the statos they define are merely the fruit° of insidnt.

They are hypothetical ontitioo whom oxiotonce hno to be verified

and, in fact, become vorifia in the mecum° that subooquont

frequencies of events conform to probable expootationo. In turn,

thin need at vorification provideo a pimple formulation for the

notion of reproocivotivo samole. For a not of relative actual

frequencioe in a ropr000ntative samsplo if the probabilitioo to

Which they load prove' to be correct. On the other hand, a sot of

relative actual frequoncios is not a roprosontativo sample if the

probabilitios to which they load run countor to the facto. It

follows thnt tho ooloction of ropr000ntativo samploo) isLtho basic

practical problem of statiatical inoulryand, indeed, that Ito

solution mot depend not moroly on a full thoorotical devolopmont

of statiatical method but also on the concral tnowlodce of

individual invoctioatora and on their inoiChts into whotevor •

spocific Isom° thoy hapoon to be invooticating.

Such, then, to the coneral.context, but our concern

muot center on the inalcht by Which intolliGonco loops from

frequencies to probabilitios and, 1y the same atrolte, abstracts
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from tho randomness in froquencios. Now an insicht ie neither

a definition nor a pootulate nor an argumant but a proconcoptual

event. Hence our aim muot be to onconrace in readers the conscious

occurrence of the intollectual events that halo it poseiblo to

know whnt happens When probability to crasped. Firot, then,

we shall conoldor an easior insicht that b7.ars same goneral resem—

blance to insichts into probability. Socondly, we shall conoider

an insicht that occurs whon a particular case of probability is

undorstood. Thirdly, we nhall move towards the conoral  t heuristic

structure within which the notion of probability is dovelopod

and methods of detormining its procine content are perfected.

In,tho firat place, the mathematical notion of

limit bears a general rosomblance to the noti3n of probability.

Accordingly, lot ua conoidor the simple sum,

31/2 4. 374 4 1/3 • ••1,11	 [tO n terms]

whore, as a increases,	 diffors from unity by an over smaller

fraction and so, by anicning D. over larger values, the difference

between the oum,	 , and unity can bo made as mnall as one pleases.

In the limit then, when the numbor of terms in tho series is

infinite, the Gum, a, is unity. However, one cannot write out

an infinite number of terms; one cannot oven conceive each of an

inftAto number of terms. norcover, while it is contradictory

to suppose that an unending series io ended, Ain one can under—

stand the principle on which each fraction in the pertes in con

structed„ one can tell whether or not any fraction  belongs to the

aortae, one can conceive as many of the fracti:Jne as ono pleases,

and one can crasp that the more toms there are to the series,

the nearer the sum is to unity. Finally, there is no contradiction

in thinking or speaking of 012;the t(vms in the series/and one

0
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can see that there in no point In botherinc about explicit oon•

cortlan of the remainder because it containe nothinc that in not

already underotood. Now advertence to thin abnonce of further

intellicibility in the remainder is the abotractive anpect of the

innicht that claim the whole (series to be understood sufficiently

in its content end In its properties for it to be summed and for

the sum to be equated with unity.

But, like a mathematical limit, a probability is

a number. Like a limit, a probability in a number that cannot be

reedhed from the data of a problem without the intervention of an
Awl)

insicht. Again, just as the limit we considerodeonstrierstion

Wes/beyond more terms than can be conceived, no a probabinty

lies concealed within the random oscillations of relative actual

frequencies. Finally, just an intellience can roach a limit by

creeping that there in nothIng further to be understood in the

uaconceived infinitc remainder of further terms, so also intolli-

conce can reach yrobabilitieo by abstracting from the random

oecillations of relative actual frequencies to discover a sat of

universally valid constants.

In the second place, to move closer to our quarry,

lot us analyze the tossing of a coin in the hope of generating

the innight that pronounces the probability of "heads" to to one-

half. The result, then, of a tons in either of the alternative,

"hcade" or "tails." In any ci,!aa inntance the result micht have

Seam different if 1) the initial e4 position of the coin had boon

different or 2) different linear and angular momonta had boon

imparted to it or 3) the motion had been arrested at a different

point. Lot us namo those three the determinants of the result

and direct our attention to the set of poseible combinations of

dotorminants.
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First, tho net is very Iwo). For any of a very

Inv, group of initial positions can bo combdned with any of awry

larfe group of initial linear and ancniar momenta; and any of *re

these combinations can bo combined with any of a very large group

of points of ar:ented movement.

Secondly, the not of ponsible combi.Ations divides

into two exaotly ormal parts. For whenover "hendo" reoultn, "tails"

wOuld trIve resulted if the coin ha0 been turned over and exactly

tho sane toso and catch had boon executed. Similarly, uhonover

"tents" rosults, "hoads" mo,1)11 havo ronultod if tho coin had been

turned over and oxactly the same tone and catch had boon execiluted.

Thirdly, every sequonce of actual combinations is

a random ooloction from the not of possible combinations. It is

a aeloction inasmuch as it need not include all ponsible corabinations

It is a ranAom noloction inasmuch an ltOgel,any mhatevar provided

specified conditims of intelligibility are not fulfilled. Vow

intellicibillty in to be excluded not from sinclo tonnes but from

the Sequence of tonnes an a oequonce. It Is not to be oxcluded

from °Incl.° tonnes for there in no roason to supposo that tossing

a coln involves a nusroneion of the laws of mechanics or of any

similar sclonme. It In to be oxcluded from the sequence as a
0

seemnce for uo have every reason to nosert that t 	 c_fr-celis Is

not a systonatic pr000ns. Hence, every sequence of actual colthin-

stions of deterninantn in a coincidental agcrocate. It will ponsess

the unity of a temporal ouccoosion. But while any sincle ()cabin,.

ation nay be doducible from prior ovonts, any nequonco of combin-

ations is deducible ex only from soma prior coincidental acgrecate;

for the soeuinco cannot be orderly in the sense that there is some

ineicht or nomo not of unified insichte that can be expronsed in

general terms and can determine the exact content of the sequence.

•""
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Now the relative actual treetioncy of "heads" is the

fraction obtained by dividing the numbolr of times "Made" occurs

on any given succennior of tosses by tho number of tosoes in that

succession. Clearly, thin fraction can and often will differ from

one«half. For the result of each toes is settled by the actual

combination of determinants, and that cmnbination may be any

combination whatever. Rowovar, differencee between relative actual

frequencies and one-half rauot be a co:Incidental aggregate. For

if they were not, they muld forman orderly series; if the

differenceo formed an orderly aeries, th. renults wouid have to form

an orderly serion; if the xeoulto formed an orderly newton, the

convene° of combinations of detorminant:e would form an orderly

series. Ex hvnotheol, this conclusion is false; therefore, the

supposition was false. Moreover, relative actual frequencies

cannot help oscillating about one-half. For the net of possible

combinations. divides into two exactly eculal parts; and every

seetionce of actual combinations is a random selection from the not

of possible combinations. Now in a random celection of a sequence

the nequence in stripped of'all order, all regulavity, all law;

hence, whi2e it can and 11171 include rums of "heads" and runs of

"tails," it cannot possibly stick to one alternative to the

exclusion of the other, andso reln.tivo actual frequency is bound

to oscillate about one-half.

It hao been shown that the relative actual fre-

quencies of "heads" 1) can and often do differ from one-half but

2) only at random and 3) in a manner that yields an oscillation

.about one-half as A center, Intelligente, then, can grasp a

regularity in the fro-nencieo by abstracting from their random

features and by settlinc or the qrlp center about which they

oscillate. That abstractive gnanp of IntellIgAlzdlity 16 the insight

that in expressed by sayinc that the probability of-"hsads" is
TKO.- k.alf•
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Howevor, it in only in cameo of chance that there can

be dicOorned an antecedent symmetry in tho not of poseible combinr.
of determinant4

atione/\ of evonto.' In other inntnneos probabilitioe have to be

reached apostoriori and, to roach them, a ntAistical heuristic

strroture has to be developed. To this issue we turn in the next

subsection not, indeed in the hope of determining what precieely

protability munt be in all canon but rathortrith the intention of

grasping tho underlying anticipations that inforn statistical

inquiry and are to be expected Gradually to moont through: trial

and error, through thoorotical dincoverirla and developing techniques,

to nomo roandod mothodolocical ponition such as already is enjoyed

in clansical invostications. In al= vordns benidoc the nothodical

comets of ncientifie insichts, there in tho commis of sciontific

method itsolf and, Wien a satisfactory account of the former in

etill a matter of obscuro debnton, a &may of human understanding

can draw no loss profit from a consiJoration of the latter.

4,4 Analogy in Heuristic Structure.

The pronont subseetion is a Trametod analog.

Under ton nuccensive headings wo shall rocall distinctive features

of claesical heuristic structuro, note their reason or grOunds

and in each case proceed to an analogous feature in a statietical

hourintic structure.

Firet, then, there is the unenncified heuristic

concept. For the coal of ovary inquiry in an 	 of under*

standing, and tho banic dovice of methodical imuiry to to

name tho unlmown that will become known vAhon the

. .	 ,
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anticipated act of undorstanding occurs. Hence, just no Cho

clasoical inquirer colce to know the "nature of ..." no the

statiotical inquirer will moolk to know the "state of ...."

Second)y, 'More in a specificatir)n of the houristic

concept by proociontlfix description. For all ompirical inquiry

prosupposos oome objoct that ndr,?ady in riven but no yet is not

umelerstood; and overy much object possosses its presolon%ific

description that provides an initial cpocif2ckction for the houriotic

concept. Hence, juntas claosical inquiry comoo to know natures

by unetcrstandinc "data of difforent TAnds," oo statintical inquiry

cmnos to know states by. un'orstandinc "ordinary and exceptional,

normal and abnormal runs or events."

Thirdly, linkinc the open houristic concept with

the prescientificaaly described object thore in the houriotic

theorem. nocturne similar° arc undorotood similarly, natnree are

lint:0d with data classified by sonoiblo oimilarity. So we opoak

of the nature of color or tho nature of sollnd. Similarly, because

a notable rocularity to canpatitae with random difforonces in

inns of ovents, state° aro linbod with X11/10 that dospito occasional

lar000 aro ordinary or normal or acain, with rune that are

pronounced exce,ctinsa or n.bnormal thonch they contain a few

ordilary or normal ()laments. So we speak of the stato of a porsonls

health, brokers sz:.eal: of the stnto of the market, and the Prosident

of the Unitod States disco:Irmo° on the stato of the nation.

Fourthly, to effect a transformation of prosciontific

anticipations and dosoriptiono, there has to be formulated an

ideal of sciontific oxIAnnotion. Hence, jnot as the clacsical

ineuiror places k-low1N0p3 of natuY:v in the diccovory and vorification

of doterminato functic‘ral rolatio-11, no the otatiotical inquirer

places knowlodro of ante° in the apoociation of sots of classes
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of events with corpeopendine pots of probabilitios. In other

words, just as tho myst7rioun raturo of gravity tlIrns out to be

for the ocientisti m-roly a constant acceleration, so the mysterious

state of so-and-cc:Os hoalth tarns out to be for the scientist

a schodule of probabilities attached to a schedule of clauses of

events,.

Fifthly, fron tbm formulation of the I:mice

scientific objective thoro follows the displacement of prescientific

by scientific doscription. Thung to dotermino functional relations

measurement Is added to obsorvation and more sensible similarity

gives way to similarities of conjunction and sepexatioa, of

proportion and concomitant variation. In like armor to detaining

sets of Lrobabilitios tho adjoctivos, ordinary and o7coltiona1,

normal and abnormal, arn replaced by actual connting of ()vents

and the consequent tairdation of rates or of relative actual

frcruencion. Noroover, to justify this numerical amiracy,

exact clansifications are borrowed from classical science and

°very resource in employed to dcdimit, as far as posnible,

internally homounoonn volume-interval° of ovents.

Sixthly, Suot no canonical inquiry derives a

general view of Ito pooniUUtion from the mathomatical inventi•

elation of functions and of spatloirtemporal rolations, op statis-

tical Inquiry findn nimilar idance and oriontatUn In the

calculus of probabilities.

Sovonthly, just as classical inquiry evolves

practical tochnieuns of curve-fitting to aid the tranoltion from

measurementn to functional rtlationo, no otatintical innuiry

develops similar techniques to aid the tranoltion from relative

actual frequencien to probabilities.

Eighthly, Sunt an clacnical ineuiry proceeds not

0
•
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only from holm./ upwards from measuramonts through ourve-fitting

but alco from abovo downwards from differontial equations to

their solutions, Co also a comparatao dormtment of sttltistical

inquiry has discovered. that tho °caution of oporator equations

yields oisenfunctione and eiconvalues Vlist nerve both to select

claSeoe of events and to determine the renisective probabilitien

of the selected clannos.

Ninthly, lust as clansicaldlocovery is a leap of

conetructive itelliconce that roe° bey.c0.74 aecertained meaeurements

to posit a functional relation on which the relatione between all

alTropriato subeequont moatiuromentn should convorco as on a limit,

so aloo statictical discovory (as distinct from ntatistical

nation) is a leap of conotructive intellisonce that coos beyond

aecortained roltive actual froquenclos to ansicn probabilition

where difference° between probabilities and relative actual

frequencies 1) nhould alwayn be a coincidental safErecate and

2) in each cane should be eliminable by extemdinc the invostication

of that cane.

fence, just an classical laws are univereal and

constant' while wasurements are particular and subject to tho

variations introdueed by oxtraneoue influences, no statintical

states are universal anli constant.thouh rieln.tive actual frequencies

are particular and subject to random diffenences.

Nouevor, while both types of cliccovrry are universal

and no abstract, still they involvo'differort typon of abntraction.

In both claesical and statistical construct e there is abstraction

from the empirically residual aspocto of laJividuality, of the

continuum, of particular places and timoes and of conotant•volocity.

But claenical laws, at leant in the determination of each Law,

also abstract from coincidental ascrecates inasmuch as they demand

•
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the qualification, "othorthincs being equal." On thr other hand,

statistical (Anton express an intollict,Illity imianent in coinad-

radtmOk ontal aceregates and, to reach this intellicibility, they

abntract from the random difference° in relative netual frequencies.

Tonthly, no lens thgn the clacrical law, the stain-

tical stntn has to be verified. Per knowledce of states in derived

from partieulex froeuencies by a leap of constructive intellirence.

That leap to mithor the recornition of a fact nor the gracp of

a necessity but simply an insiht into possibility' The known

frequencies are sir oatinfied by the supy:osition of a otato that

universally in cnnifeeted by events of deterninnte classos occurring

with determinate probabilities. But fnrthen invostication can

bemmois compmaine this recolt in a variety or manner. It may

reveal an unsn.tisfactory clasnIfiention of events, an underestimation

of the complexity of the soquence of eitnation, a failure to roach

representative oanpaeo.. Than relative actual frcruenciee have to

be ancertained on a more exact or .broader bents, and the constructive

leap has to be ropmted ins, new manner.

Still tough both classical and etatistical hypotheses

need ver'lfication, verification :.las not the same moaning in both

came, Becauno the relations betwomn measurements converge on the

functional relations that express clnecical laws,* it in ponsible

to substitute the nunerical values determined by the measurements

for the variables that are funetional3y related by the laws. La

contract, bocauso relative actnal frnquenciee differ at random

from pro!nbilities„ it is not posnible to deduce the proabilitios

from any fully determineto mathamatical formula by substituting

for the variablos of the formula the fractions that correspond to

relative notual frequoncioe.
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The converse to thin difference in the meaning of

verification appears in the difference between classical and

statistical predictions, Clawlical predictions can be exact within

assicsable Malta, becalm relations between mon-urements converge

on to functional relaticro that formulate classical laws. But

because relat'.ve actual frequencies differ at random from

pro5abtlit1on, sta,Intical predictions primarlay recard the

prebabilition of events and only secondarily determine the

comnpndinc frequencies thnt differ at randmn from the probabo

ilition, Uonco, oven when aunPiers are very creat and probabilities

hichikt as in the kinetic theory of cases, the ponsibility of

excel:Aloes ban to be acIlioulcdced; and whom predictions rest on

a statistical axiomatic otructore, as in Tlantum mechanics, the

strneturo itnolf min to involve a principle of indeterminacy or

uncertainty.

,r.'.lon_a'tbqr.Slj

Ponniblo further questions abound. But as the

shrowd render vi21 hwe surmised, our purpose hns been not to

work out definitive fomdationo for statistical science tut to

crap') in nomo fanMon the statistical trurintie structure that

not only ta&lon npecific problems but also develops its own

,methofts as it coon along and thereby sets up an exigence for a

succession of mu and better foundations.

In particular there will he noticed a certain

looseness in the notions of stte and of probability. But it Is

not indeliberato. The intolr,gent formulation of any notion le

the fruit of an insl.cht, and insichts cranp not oly necessities

but aloe noro possibilities. There in an innicht that leads

to the definItion of the circle, but it does not prove that oiroIes

0
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are
exint. Thoro in a cluster of insichts thatAtZe formulated in

Boolidean romry, bit they do not prove the ezristence of

Eue3.1.0ean space. Similarly, there in tt re.th-r complex insieht

that leadc to a notion of probability, and there to a cluoter

Of ineichts expressed in a calculus of probabilities. But the

exoellence of the ineichte and the intellectual oatinfaction

they yield do not establish their correspondence 	 the specific

content of 'verifiable probabilities ayy.I. verifiable relations

between probabilities. At least, I do not seo my way to

excludinc, on the coneral level of thin lneniry the poosibility

that a range of different fields of relations between proinbilities

may be formulated and that statistical science may have the tank

of coleotine one of these fields of relations and the typo of

probability they define imrlicitly.

Amin, I may be asked for tho operational moaning

of the htchly theoretical coincidental seerocatet The armor is

that the appropriate operation °ammo on the mothodolocioal level.
is

Either a rancp of raserathit oboorvationn avr-,to besubouned under
't

ele.noical henrietie. strneturo or 
A
tkief—ese to In otibcumed under

ste.tintioal henristio etructure• On the former hypothoois it

will be posnible to diccover cone orderly eeriest procresnion,

or ryoupine. On the latter hypotheoie no ouch corien„ proerenoion,

or exollpina oxicts. Both hypothenee can be fornulated; their

implications are to be worked out; and tic facts are to decide

which hypothesis in, if not ultimate truth, at loo,ot the best

available opinion at the civen ataeo of ocientific development.

Finally, if probabiliti.:76 must be verified, it also

is true that there in a probability of verifications. But it is

of no little importance that thin o ocond probability shares the

woo but not the nature of the first. For the firet probability

mg—
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apart from randOm dif:orences, corresponds to the rolative actua.1

frequoncy of °yenta. It in the reoxlarity ln the frenuonciee and

it in to bell:lc-Am by a leap of conntructive intrOlicence that

Granpo tho rWarlity by abntrantinc from the randomnosa. In

contrast, tho necond probabillty in not none fraction that, apart

from random cusforen000t corroavyndo to tho relative actual fre—

quoncy 01 verILIcations. A preponderance of fa7orable tocto do

not nahn a concinnlon alnont certain; indeed, a very feu con-s

trary tootn sufIco to mAlco it hIcAy improW)le. nor° fanda-,

mentally, VI° nocond probaAIity is not !-notrn by a leap of cone

etructive latellironce nnt abstracts from random differencoe,

for each learn never yield anytlinc but hypothonee. As will

appear In Chnptorn IX and X, the necona prolkabVity is 17.nottn

throly:',h acts of ronootivo undovntnnainc n1I4 juknent; it neana

that an afArmation or nocntion loads tounrOn the unconditioned;

and it in oatimatod„ not by countina veri:Ucatione and abstracting

from random diff., nnees„ Int by ori"Aciav verifications and V

taltinc evorytninc i relevant into accomt.

For them ronnonn, thong uo dint/ caish sharply

. between "probably occarrinc" and "probably true." For the came

roanons we rofnno to /Certify "certainty" in the nonce of unit

probability lath "cortni-ty" in the cure of "cortainly verified."

It follows that wo find it neaningleen to reprecent by a fraction

no probaAlity of a verification. Millvrly, VD find It falla»

cious to arrue that probable event° are not certain events because

probable juaGym-ita are not cortAin :00421,Inta. Indeed, that fallacy

nal-Alteeelt--olii,`Allible analysis: for we. jr.va_zranted that st<1.0.

vonts may be dedTleible and, in tatnonce,. certain yet the same

oveiV,n an a g,olip nay forin a coinci(lon':.a2. au:rocate and no, when/
tavefilyiratod:'-4/4.1iio on'erral.ty made -ponnib3:16- by statiSticar..-,
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woold wreck erli analysis. Not only arc thore two monninco to

probability anel two maninco to certainty but aloo thore are two
cOme

manners in which Elva (manta of nen-nyntorrtie process can bo

invostimtod. ClasrAcal prosodures woold yield mIllelag15

probably r rfld conclunions abtrIti\events assigied a Lat..t prod.

whoro stn,tistical proceduros trc,11.1.11 yield =omit

probably verified conclusione ttbout	 as snoraborn of coinoid»

ental accrocatoc by assicning then fractional probabilitios.

Beforo closing it may bo well to add a word on the

uso of the .i3OrEltio delausicalti and "ntatiotical." In conteraporary

phyoien it is curstomay7 to opporso °classical" to "euantsra" and

sistatiotical" to "nochanical." So to arises till() familiar

division of elaoqical mochanics (newton), classical ntatistion

(Boltzmann), quantum mechanics (SchrOdincor, ileloonborc), and

quantum statiotion (Do ao—Einotoint Fermi—Dirao). Clearly, liowovor,
present

the stilly of heuristic structmos domands not a fourfold but a

twofold d.vision. Either Intel:licence anticipatos the discovery

of functional relations on which relnAcns botweon moasuroments

T7111 convorge„ or o2.so it anticipators tile discovory of probabilities

from which rolativo actual groom:m.01°o may divorro thonch only at

random. The latter altornative has a fairly clear claim to the

Ylarao0 "statiCtical." The former alternative in not limited to

Nowtonian neelvnies and, in the opinion of many, does not rocard

quantum mechanic's. It in a mode of inquiry eormon to Galileo,

!Teuton, Clerk-47=mo. 11, and Einstein; it is as familiar to the

chomist an to the physicist; it lonc was conrsiCorod the unique

mode of scientific invostiantion; it has becn the princiral source

of the hich, roplAte of racioneo. In ouch a I.7ork as the present

no one, / trust, will be minlod if no classical a procedure 'is

named "classical."

't



Perhaps enouch proems has been made for the rather

novel oriontation of this inquiry to come into bettor focus. We

becan from the description of a discovery to proceed to dintinculdh

insights, their etraulation to hirher viewpolots, anl the sicnificance

• of eraspine that at times the polot is that t'!ere in no roint ,

the pr000nt chaptar wo 0.ovo .moved not forward and o,ltwarð to con-

cluolone about objocto but ratier inerward and inward to tloo oub-

ject's amticipetione of insichts tint ,lave not occurred an(1. to the

mothodical onploitatIon of such anticipetionn. In thot 1. ward move-

ment the roader can ferosee the direction in whiCh the Trole work

Will advance. For our. coal lo not any octontific objoet, any uni-.

vernal and necessary truth, any primary proponitions. Our goal is

tho concrete, in47.1v1(loal, oxintinc suboot tRat intellloontIy

genoratoe and critically evaluate° and proeroesively revisos every

scientific object, every unoautious statement, evory rieorouely

rontL1c place thnt coffer's Fromaturoly a home for the rostlees

dynaminn of human underoanding. Our embitlun is to reach neither

the known nor the %movable but the knower. Charter / spoke of the

insihts ho seas. Chapor II has introdoned the houristie ntruotures

that infA,m hie seokinc. Chaptors III to V will consolidate this

position. Chapters VI and VII mil.1 turn to the activitine of more

or less intollicont common sense. Chaptor VII/ will brine, science

and common nenne tocothor. ChaDters IX and X will tacklo the
a.do 1Jv.czeGimtaszt$, 0000

problomn of critical judementAtel,explain to inratient roaders what

they havo been about while we in the first oleit chapters were

attempting to coomunicato to thom the nococnary rrior irniehte.
Aof

Chaptors XI„ to X7/1 endeavor to grasp with!ln a. nine vicuilthe

totality of views on 17nowlodee, objectivity, and realitykl.,ek)r all

procood from the emlArical, intollectnal, and ratio oal consciousness

of the concrete subject.
0
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